 Platform for Business Process
Management and Content.
• Intuitive .
• Flexible and Open .
• Scalable .
• Competitive .
• Powerful.
• Safe.
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Buenos Aires, October 2015

BRIEF SOLUTIONS
We turn to you for we present the Solution Brief Lixian ® Software applications. A service platform oriented to Business
Applications , Processes, Content and Collaboration.
We raise for consideration the attached presentation, in which you can find a technical report - trade of each module and a
list of major clients who rely on us.
Waiting to start a close relationship with your company, we remain at your disposal for any questions and we take this
opportunity to greet them cordially.

Oscar Celtich
CEO
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Lixian® is a platform for content and process solutions. A set of modular applications that can be worked quite
independently from one another. Its main advantages are: Ease of Use and Operation, Flexible, Open to interact with other
applications, Safe, Powerful and Low-Cost Implementation.
The system consists of the following solutions:

Business App



Lixian® Business: Business Management System Sales, Billing, Stock, Accounting, Treasury.
Available in Argentina at the moment.



Lixian® Connect: Application for dialogue and interaction with other applications

Processes



Lixian® Flow Enterprise: WorkFlow ECM, Capture, Document Management and Collaboration. Web & Cl-Svr.



Lixian® Flow: WorkFlow ECM, capture, document management. Cl-Svr

Content

•

Lixian® Flow SB: WorkFlow ECM, capture, document management. Cl-Svr. Initial projects or SMEs.

•

Lixian® Capture: Capture smart. Document classification and distribution. ABBYY® technology.

•

Lixian® AutoIndex: Grabber to auto-indexing. It includes OCR, OCR Zone, BCR and QR.

•

Lixian® COLD Manager: Report generator of listings.

•

Lixian® Forms: Designer of documents for mass printing fixed-variable data.

•

Lixian® Portable Documents: Application for removal of documents for portability.

•

Lixian® Checks: Designer print checks and data.
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PRESENCE
We have a large presence in Latin America through an extensive network of Partners Certificates They may provide
professional services such as pre- engineering , implementation of any project , training and ensure the best post installation
support .
Here are the points and mentioned some of the Partners.
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CLIENTS
Below, we have a list of major Clients:
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Specs

Lixian® Flow Platform
Lixian® is a comprehensive solution for business process management. Lixian® Flow Platform Enterprise
solutions, Lixian®Flow Lixian®Flow and SB, are a powerful management system actions, processes, documents
and electronic files that are tailored to the infrastructure and need.
Very easy to use. An ideal solution
costs as it drastically reduces staff training.

for

implementing

powerful

optimizing

application

Being highly adaptable and flexible, allowing the same user to reconfigure the application as needed as
these vary. And because it is highly scalable because it has integrated the Lixian Flow modules and
workflow document management, allows start with a simple action and incorporate digital and electronic
information in the event that the process requires. In turn, the platform can connect to any business
management system for receiving data from them and then extend across multiple sectors of an
organization with their respective states reports.
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Especificaciones

Main function
o

It gives you the a possibility to generate a different fluctuation of work for each documentary serie. You can also build
different parallel circuits with multiple entering points, if you wish .

o

It gives you the possibility to modify work fluctuations going without stopping the workflow process.

o

or structure ready for Cloud environments.

o

o Integration and interaction through Web Services.

o

Or unified interface that allows applications to implement "dialogue" with BPM, notifying the completion of processed
or unfulfilled tasks.

o

Automatic e mail sending and other desk notification.

o

Interface that allows you to implement applications that interact with the BPM , notifying the task that have or haven
been done.

o

Handling an unlimited numbers of state and unlimited numbers of transition between states.

o

It gives you the possibility to define a great number of events that trigger into other state and define a great number
of action to be done doing transition and prioritizing task showing the user the most important task in a highlighted
way and accordingly to rank

o

It gives you the possibility to define and unlimited numbers of roles and unlimited numbers of users for each role and if
one user has got several roles, it gives you the possibility show them in different views accordingly to the role.
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Main function
o

Recycle bin , approval circuit, document version .

o

Approval circuit depending on state of paper work document .document approval system

o

Interaction and integration to other system.

o

Management users sessions .

o

Auditory and monitoring: multiple auditory reports that determinate all users activities.

o

Administrator module: it totally controls security , profiles , action modules , fields ,data base, password, session
licenses , allocation of using licenses , permissions among other control.

o

Internal importer that catches automatically from functional equipment than scanners that functions as Scan to
Folder, Scan to FTP y Scan to Network.

Includes a module Lixian® Portable Documents, Auto Index, BC, QR y OCR. It capture , administrate , shares and
visualizes any kind of documents even ones scanned (including multipages documents), electronics documents(text
documents , sheets, presentations, MS Office u free Office ) TIFF documents , PDF, we pages, electronics mails, video ,
photos, Dycom images among others
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Business Benefits


Licensing: concurrent licenses with airtime.



Available in version Web & Client - Server.



Option to Purchase or Rental Software (installing the product on the server Client).



SAAS – Cloud with Lixian Flow Enterprise.
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Document Management Functions


Unlimited quantity management database.



Handling different kind of folders with different indexation kind , with icons differentiation for each type of documents .



Indexation storage in data base SQL server and onto indexation through OCR and bar code .



It gives you the possibility to incorporate images documents , PDF, Word documents, Excel, Powerpoint, OpenOffice documents,
Star Office, Lotus Symphony o LibreOffice, Webpage y electronic mail in HTML format, general text documents and any other
kind of file format .



Check In / Check Out ( when the user edits a document the rest can only visualize it until the check out is done).



Documents in folder are stored outside the data base in volumes which capacity can be determined accordingly to storage way.
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Imaginig and annotation features :














Entering documents by direct importing or scanning.
Massive document importing
Indexing documents by text areas , figures , dates and time or value list.
Searching possibility with different areas,personalized searching , accordingly to kind of file. Without requiring ad-hoc consulting
Documents export to individual pc user or any other Windows place.
It can visualized index areas , side ti side with image to facilitate the process.
It administrates multipage documents in TIFF or PDF alternative. The features that is explained next applies to TIFF :
Inserts , adds pages from imported files (pages organized)
Insert , adds pages from scanner or cameras.
It gives you the possibility to see and adjust page characteristics and comprehension level TIFF G4 .
Scanner support TWAIN and WIA.
Tool for scanning, storing , manual or auto indexation and audit on scanned documents , with visual pages selection, assigned
document label, visual indexation or by OCR .This tool allows operators do different activities , like scanners , index operators ,
quality control , etc.
Unique screen for scanning that Works independently from scanner model or Brand.

Imaging y Annotation features:



TIFF format with bidirectional G4



Multipages visualization with thumbnails (minimized sights )it emulates Adobe Reader.



Forward and backwards pages / backward key ad/hoc, through keyboard or by click on the thumbnails .



Go directly to determined placement page.



Zoom in / Zoom out (key and manual configuration)



Automatic adjustment zoom of document on both width and height to be able to see it completely in one page.



Images rotation on 90.



Jot down document without any changes on the original images (over all layers )



Importa Wang annotation possibility



Annotation includes stamps , post-it, lines, frames , transparent hightlighters , oval or circles, etc.



Visualized or hide annotations possibility.



Personalized annotation (fonts, foreground and backgroud colours , etc.)
Mouse image dragging.



Certified Windows 8 RC compatible. Certified Windows XP, Vista o Win7, plus Win Server 2003 y 2008



New Interface: the kind selector on your left, and file list attached to searching window. Massive import and export features plus
scanned batches or now imported can be administrated by searching Windows. Coloured searching and simplified main menu. All
features and grilles are optimized to increase touch system experience.



Optinal OCR pack: Recognizes numbers and TIFF images . And also Zone OCR: It recognizes text on determinated document
zone .



BCR optional package: it recognize bar code in TIFF Image . Supports vertical and horizontal disposition .



Also BCR zone: It recognizes existing bar codes on determined document zone.



Auto OCR y BCR processes by zone : Zone settings where you can automatically recognize areas .You can do it by batch or
interactive way when document indexation .Actually files are kept in format where recognizing zone are specified by coordinates
measured in cm .
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Imaging y Annotation:


This sheets may be edited by users from main Lixian Document menu.



Colors for file: It differentiates files by color accordingly to document type .It can be seen on search window and on file colour
when it is opened.



Files windows are now external to the application are not linked within Lixian main menu window .



Context
Menu
for
file
documents
that
are
activated
by
a
mouse
right
click:
Export Function: give you the possibility to exporting file plus the search result a pack of files determined by users . It also gives
the possibility to copy the document to a local folder instead of listing the document route or server.



In the TIFFs screen now it´s possible a to move the space bar to the right to be able to have different sights on the screen and
allows it to order them in two or more columns This way you can see a higher quantity of sights on screen .



Administrative Module: New menu display organization that let you edit different kind of files easily: Improved screen edition
through different colors files, to facilitate searching . No limit on exhibited files, optional on each search.



Lixian Web Documents: Works with any Windows navigator including internet explorer, Chrome, firefox, Opera o safari for
Windows and safari for Mac , it also incorporates colors file visualization , and changes on allowances and interface .Doc net not

required. It requires Microsoft Silverlight.

Developed technology:








Windows platform .NET 2.0, Developed in C# language
Data base SQL Server / SQL Server Express
TCP/IP conectivity via protocol
VPNs support
Compatible with any hard (scanners or cameras) TWAIN y WIA supported by windows.
Facilitates integration to other Windows application.
Chat features possibility and reporting with exportation with to multiple formats (personalized for each client costumer)
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Imaginig y Annotation features:


Supports optimizing provided by scanners



Printing capacity adjusted to to sheet kind and pre view .



Other viewer formats of images: JPG, GIF, JPG 2000, PNG, WMF, EMF, ICO, CUR, DCX, PCX, DIB, RLE, TGA (TARGA,
VDA, ICB, VST, PIX), Zetafax, clinic images DICOM, among others.



Zoom in / Zoom out



Quality adjusting images, etc.



Features according to format kind.



E mail document sending possibility from application (interfaz MAPI)

.

Security features :


Management module for general application control.



Advanced user definition with personal data administration.



Users profiles setting



Security definition for each user profile by function and kind .



Each user may belong to different profiles matching allowances.



Visual definition accordingly to users profile.



Visualizing or editing crucial files accordingly to individual security level .(Ej. Files that require special treatment)



Self autentication through validation rules password setting validity.



Windows autentication (it takes password and users renewable polities defined in Windows)



Features that allows administrator download a remote session.
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Lixian® Flow Home Process Multifunctional

If you are a user of multifunction equipment we Lixian® Flow platform
that integrates with scanners these systems through touch screens.
Start scanning new documents directly from the Lixian® Flow button on
the touch screen of your multifunction or through the functionality of
Scan to Folder , Scan to FTP and Scan to Network.

Store , consult or edit your documents with Lixian y and then print it with your multitask funtional device:

Accepted infraestructura and alliances:
OKI, Ricoh, Lexmark , Toshiba, HP, Xerox, Kodak, Brother, Samsung among other devices, with programmable with Scan to Folder,
scan to FTP and Scan to Network functions.
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Features

Profile
Mode
License type
Nominality
Low License
Maximum licenses
Time Out Licenses
catch
Content Management
WorkFlow
Audit
Versioning
Import Export Campos
Import Export Images
Optimizers Images
portability Documentary
Web Services
Recycle Bin
Management Alerts
Viewers
Image Support Dycom
Supported data bases
Cloud Services
Rental Software
Annual First Year Support
Scalability
Integration
AutoIndex
OCR - OCR Zone
QR - BCR
Integration with MS
Windows Password
Optional applications

Own Scan & Device
Interface
Manager module

Lixian® Flow Enterprise

Lixian® Flow

Lixian® Flow SB

High Business

Medium Business

Small Business and Projects Initial

Web – Client Server

Client Server

Client Server

Concurrent

Concurrent
Unlimited

Concurrent
Unlimited

Unlimited
5

3

1

Unlimited
Yes

Unlimited
Yes

3
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Optional
Yes

Optional
Yes

Optional
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Tiff, PDF, PDF B, JPG,
JPG2000, PNG, ADOBE
Yes
MS SQL, ORACLE Enterprise
and Free Versions

Tiff, PDF, PDF B, JPG,
JPG2000, PNG, ADOBE
Yes
MS SQL, ORACLE Enterprise
and Free Versions

Tiff, PDF, PDF B, JPG,
JPG2000, PNG, ADOBE
Yes
MS SQL Express

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Included Free
To Lixian® BPM

Included Free

Included Free

To Lixian® Flow Entreprise, BPM

To Lixian® Flow, Flow EP and BPM

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Optional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Lixian® COLD Manager, ERP,
BPM, Forms,Checks, Portable
Documents and Capture.

Lixian® COLD Manager, ERP,
BPM, Forms,Checks, Portable
Documents and Capture.

Lixian® COLD Manager, ERP,
BPM, Forms,Checks, Portable
Documents and Capture.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Hardware Requirements
For implementing Lixian® solution you should have have some basic hardware requirements and software such as:
Data Base:
Recommended server requirements are the ones recommended by MS SQL Server 2014, 2012, 2008, Express and Oracle:
Supported Operating Systems

 MS Windows® Server 2012 R2
 MS Windows® Server 2008 SP 2
 MS Windows® 10, 8.1, 8.0, 7, Vista, XP SP 2/3
Physical Limitations


32-Bit Systems: Computer with Intel or compatible 1GHz or faster processor (2 GHz or faster is recommended. Only a
gle processor is supported.)



64-Bit systems: Computer with Intel or compatible 1.4 GHz or higher processor (2 GHz or faster is recommended. Only
a single processor is supported.)



Minimum of 512 MB of RAM (1 GB or more is recommended) 1.9GB of free hard disk space

Storing – Disc space:
The disc space for storing is in direct correspondence to image quantity : Some parameters for A4 images or letters in
TIFF format with CCITT Group 4 comprehension and 300 points by inch in black and White without grey scale
(recommended settings for regular paper): 20.000 images by GB.
The system lets you combine on line and off line images (on external media like CDs, DVDs, etc.)
* Lexmark is Lexmark Corporation registered Brand.
* OKI is OKI Data Corporation registered Brand.
* Toshiba is Toshiba Corporation registered Brand.
* Ricoh is Ricoh Corporation registered Brand.
* HP is HP Corporation registered Brand.
* Oracle is Lexmark Corporation registered Brand.
* MS is Microsoft Corporation registered Brand.
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Lixian® Checks
Combining Lixian Forms, ours Lixian solution for massive printing forms , Lixian Flow documens digitalization application
together with MICR laser printing technology have developed Lixian Checks, a bank solution that allows massive check
printing and other attached documents like paying orders and with holding certificate.
It gives you the possibility to print checks from a blank paper or fill in pre printed forms , with a high definition and
personalized supporting the use of scanned signatures (accordingly with BCRA bank regulation and MICR magnetic printing,
for CMC7codes .
Lixian Checks is adaptable to library or application in both cases is possible to integrate to any other MS Windows
application.
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Forms designs



Metalanguage descriptor of the simple intuitive forms that can be handled by user or user´s administrator .



Printing fixed or variable text in any part of the form .



Vertical or horizontal millimetric precision.



It can be adjusted to different printer models .



It work with any Windows Font including bar codes ones.



You can define multiple characteristics o text : boldtype, handwriting, underlined ,cross out.
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Form desing


Commands for tracing straight ,curves ,frames , circles and ellipses .



Automatic crossed check generation .



Printing support for text and graphics .



Graphics and images inserting Commands in multiple formats (jpg, gif, etc.)



Its possible to divide the form in sections (headings,body,bottom, etc.)



Data printing tabulator and you can establish a maximun line number , on detailed section of a form .



Special forms for dates , numbers,and covered variable text . (Ej. Invoice number )



Letter printing function value (in spanish)



Direct integration with other NET application technology.



Transparent using function for user.



It is possible to re direct printing to other machines when dealing with printer failure or its supplies, including after having
given the order to print.



It supports any windows printer ( dot matrix printer ,Ink jet or laser)



Integration with printing solutions based on MICR technology.(magnetic print used in checks)
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Forms Printing
For printing forms we have integrated in our solution Lexmark MICR Pack which provides a packet of technical tools that allow you to
fulfill and exceed diverse security standards and checks design.

Among these security elements MIR technology is highlighted (Magnetic Ink Character Recognotion) that makes it possible to print
determined check sections with magnetic ink based on iron oxide.In Argentina this technology is used for printing CMC7 characters.
MICR Pack is added to Lexmark printing solutions in determined kind of printers and incorporates the following characteristics.



MICR special Chip so that the computer recognizes the existance of the system and applies it appropriately. This chip allows

I

nformation storage,including data such as check drawer signature .



Encrypted data (DES) and bidirectional communication between the personal computer and printer , so that the printer can
notify its state appropriately to operator




Magnetic toner automatic detection system that must be used for this kind of printing.
Special font set including CMC7 , E13B, and apparently standard fonts but with special backgrounds /wallpaper/ or
design.Outlined differently. Access block to security printer´s panel (central plate and MICR chip)



Special reports setting for MICR printing in the printer



Right toner verification system to avoid having not genuine printing




Paper drivers with key, no access to paper before printing
Jamm Recovery function may be voided.It is the function that in a regular printer detects failure.and re prints another
copy.so avoids duplicate copy on checks.



Based on Password security settings option to MICR acccess , fonts, signatures and templates



Different alert tone programming possibility for a better and faster notification to user.
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Lixian® Forms
Lixian forms is the Lixian solution for massive forms printing.
Printing is possible from any form, from a blank piece of paper or pre printed fill in blanks ones, offering a grade A
precission and personalization level.
Lixian forms can take a library or application format. In both cases is able to be integrated to any other MS Windows
application.
Benefits details


Metalanguage descriptor of simple and intuitive form that might be
handled directly by administrator user.



Enables fixed or variable printing in any part of the form



Horizontal and vertical pinpoint accuracy.



Adjustable to different printer models.



Supports any windows font including bar code ones



It makes possible to define multiple characteristics to texts: bold;
handwriting; underlined; cross out.



Enables straight; curves; circle and ellipse drawing.



Automatic creation of checks that on the reverse side require the
banker´s name between two seized and parallel lines for cashing
checks.(Crossed checks)



Supports color printing on texts and graphics.



Commands for inserting images and multiple formats.( (jpg, gif, etc.)
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Beneficts Details



It possible to subdivide the form in sections( heading;body;bottom;etc)



Pritting data in tabular form (tabulate-in columns)establishing maximum lines quantity per section on detail of a form.



Special Formats for date, numbers and variable texts and cover.(eg.invoice number)




Prints Lixian Solutions Business vouchers.
Enables you to define copies quantity on each form showing dupicate copy; triplicate copy,etc.

Technology



Direct integration to other applications with NET
In its vesion as an aplication it supports integration through a flat file received from other applcations or via FPT.
Transparent functioning for user



Printing re directioning possibility to other printers, facing printer problems or supplies,even after having given printing
command.



Printer Dialog box selection
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Hardware Requirements
For implementing shown solutions the following hardware and software basic requirements must be present:
Server:
Server requirements are the ones recommended by MS SQL Server 2014, 2012, 2008, Express and Oracle:
Supported Operating Systems






MS
MS
MS
MS

Windows®
Windows®
Windows®
Windows®

Server 2012 R2
Server 2008 SP 2
Server 2003 SP 2
10, 8.1, 8.0, 7, Vista, XP SP 2/3

Storage disk space
The disk space for storing , is in correspondence to que quantity of images : here with some Image parameters for A4
or letter format TIFF with CCITT comprehension group 4 and 300 spots resolution per inch in black and white without
grayscale.(recommended configuration for regular paper). Estimated 20.000 images per each GB.
The system allows you to combine on- line and off- line images ( in external devices such as CDs; DVDs; etc.
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